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Abstract—Charge equalization for series-connected battery strings has important ramifications on battery life. It enhances the uniformity of the battery cells and, hence, improves the life of the battery as a whole. A new charge equalization technique for a series string of battery cells has been recently proposed by the authors. The basic technique utilizes a simple isolated dc-to-dc converter with a capacitive output filter along with a multiwinding transformer. The possibility of integrating the trickle charge function with the charge equalization function is potentially very attractive, as it can lead to an efficient and low-cost implementation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Battery life is one of the major factors presently limiting the realization of economically viable electric vehicles (EVs). In an EV application, the main motive power source is realized using series-connected battery strings with bus voltages in the range of 300–400 V. It has been shown that battery life, under a normal operating cycle, tends to degrade almost exponentially as the battery string length is increased. Series-connected battery strings are prone to a dramatic reduction in life and potential damage if high rate charging is continued after the onset of gassing. In order to improve battery life, individual cells need to be maintained at an equalized charge level.

A new technique for charge equalization of a series-connected battery string has been proposed by the authors in [1]. The proposed technique utilizes the property of individual module voltages having the same value once they have reached the final state of charge. As a result, it is possible to use only one power converter to provide charge equalization for all the modules in the stack. In addition, the trickle charge function can be integrated with the charge equalizer to yield an efficient and low-cost implementation. However, the main challenge in implementing such a technique is the ability to realize converters and magnetic components with tightly controlled parasitics and highly symmetrical transfer characteristics. The coaxial winding transformer has been demonstrated to have these properties.

In this paper, design considerations for the proposed technique as applied to an EV battery system will be discussed. Experimental data will be provided to verify the concepts presented.

II. SERIES-CONNECTED BATTERY MODULES

As pointed out earlier, in an EV application, the main power source is realized using series-connected battery strings. Hence, individual battery modules are charged serially.

Different schemes and algorithms have been developed to achieve this task. One algorithm uses a multistep constant current charging [2]. The charging process starts with the maximum current the charger can deliver to the battery pack at low state of charge. As the state of charge builds up, the charging current is reduced in steps. Rest (cooling) periods are also incorporated in the algorithm to minimize temperature differences between the cold and warm cells. In addition, equalization charging is applied at low current levels to improve the battery capacity.

A new fast charging algorithm has been recently proposed in [3]. It consists of three operational modes: an active-charge mode, an active-discharge mode, and an inactive rest mode. During the first mode, positive pulses apply energy to the battery. In the second mode, a sharp depolarization pulse of much shorter duration is applied to position the electrolyte ions away from the plates. Finally, a stabilization/rest period is used to position the ions at an optimum distance from the plate surfaces. Battery cell monitoring is used to optimize the charging algorithm.

Other schemes and algorithms have been reported in the literature, as well. However, since all of these schemes deal with the battery pack as a whole, individual cell equalization cannot be easily achieved. Normal differences in cell chemistries and temperature gradients along a battery stack can lead to large nonuniformities in cell charge levels and corresponding cell terminal voltages. As a result, some of the modules will charge more quickly than others. Continued high rate charging may well result in overcharging these modules. On the other hand, if the charging process is stopped when some of the modules are fully charged, then the undercharged modules can go into polarity reversal during deep discharge.
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In addition, the capacity of the battery in this case will not be fully utilized.
In order to prevent the adverse effects of unequalized charging of battery modules, individual modules need to be maintained at an equalized charge level. One approach to achieve this task is by using individual cell equalizers (ICE’s) across each battery module, as shown in Fig. 1 [4]. The ICE is a voltage-controlled current shunt which diverts the current away from the cell during trickle charging. This scheme prevents fully charged cells from getting overcharged while undercharged modules can still be trickle charged.

The ICE scheme can be implemented using low-power dc-to-dc converters across each battery module [5]. However, such a scheme is considered to be expensive due to the additional hardware and control associated with each battery module.

III. PROPOSED CHARGE EQUALIZATION SCHEME

A new scheme for charge equalization of a series-connected battery string has been proposed by the authors in [1]. The new proposed scheme consists of two parts: a bulk/fast charging system and a charge equalization system, as shown in Fig. 2. During fast/bulk charging, each individual battery module, or a stack of modules, is monitored for overcharging via the voltage-sensing wires. If any of these stacks reaches its nominal voltage, or if gassing is detected, bulk charging is shut off and charge equalization is enabled. The sensing wires are also used by the charge equalization circuitry.

The charge equalization technique utilizes a simple isolated dc-to-dc converter with a capacitive output filter along with a multiwinding transformer, as shown in Fig. 3. The coaxial transformer is known for its properties of low and controlled leakage inductance and accurate control of all fluxes [6], [7]. These properties form the basis for realizing a fully symmetrical circuit.

The transformer and converter design need to be optimized so that the full converter rating can be used to charge the weakest module (stack of modules), and will gradually phase back into equal charging currents for all modules as the individual module voltages equalize. Once the final equalization voltage is reached, the converter can be turned off, if so desired. The charge equalizer can be operated in parallel with the bulk charger to optimally charge the battery stack.

IV. MULTIWINDING TRANSFORMERS

As stated earlier, the proposed scheme utilizes a multiwinding transformer to equalize individual modules independently. The main challenge is to realize a transformer structure with controlled parasitics and highly symmetrical transfer characteristics.

A. Multicircuit Transformer Theory

Multicircuit transformer theory has been discussed in detail [8], [9]. Fig. 4 shows a transformer having \( n \) windings all placed on a common core. In this analysis, the currents taken by the transformer capacitances are negligibly small except at very high frequencies and, hence, are neglected. As a result, the broken-line ground connection assumed in Fig. 4 will not alter the relations among the terminal voltages of the various windings.
The \( n \)-circuit transformer can be analyzed using node-current equations with each node magnetically coupled to all other nodes. The steady-state vector current equations can be written as

\[
I = Y \cdot V
\]

where \( I \) is the vector winding currents, \( V \) is the vector terminal voltage of the windings, and \( Y \) is the complex self and mutual admittances of the nodes. In (1), \( Y_{ii} \) is the self-admittance of node \( i \), while \( Y_{ij} \) is the mutual admittance of nodes \( i \) and \( j \).

In order to represent an \( n \)-circuit transformer with an equivalent circuit, the equivalent circuit must have the same number of free terminals, i.e., \( 2n \) terminals. However, if the currents taken by transformer capacitances are neglected, an \( n \)-circuit transformer can be represented by an equivalent circuit with \( n+1 \) terminals. Fig. 5(a) shows an equivalent circuit of a four-circuit transformer. The equivalent circuit of Fig. 5(a) can be further simplified if the magnetizing currents are very small compared to the winding currents. In this case, the excitation admittances \( Y_{ij} \) can be omitted. The equivalent circuit reduces to that shown in Fig. 5(b).

The values of the branch admittances of Fig. 5 can be determined experimentally by a number of tests where one of the windings is excited with all others short circuited. Since the inner winding is totally enclosed by the outer winding, all the flux produced by the outer winding will link the inner one. In addition, the leakage field can only exist in the winding space between the inner and the outer windings. As a result, the leakage inductance can be controlled by controlling the interwinding space.

### B. Multioutput Coaxial Winding Transformer

As pointed out earlier, the challenge in implementing the proposed charge equalization technique lies in realizing a multiwinding transformer with symmetrical and tightly controlled parasitics. Yet, the transformer structure needs to be simple and inexpensive. The coaxial winding transformer (CWT) has been demonstrated to have these properties [7], [8]. A cross section of a 1:1 CWT is shown in Fig. 6.

A multioutput CWT structure for this implementation has been proposed in [1]. Fig. 7 shows a cross-sectional view of the winding structure for a three-output CWT. As shown in Fig. 7, the transformer winding is a bundle of shielded or coaxial cables wound around a magnetic core. The cross section of the winding shows a bundle of three coaxial cables where the outer conductors, connected in parallel, form the primary winding, while each of the inner conductors forms one of the secondary windings.

### C. Equivalent Circuit of a Multioutput CWT

The equivalent circuit of a multiwinding transformer has been shown earlier in Fig. 5. However, for a multioutput CWT, the equivalent circuit can be further simplified. This is due to the fact that the leakage field between the primary winding and each of the secondary windings is dominated by the spacing between each individual secondary and its corresponding primary tube. At high frequencies, proximity effects force the bulk of the return current of each of the secondary windings to exist primarily in their corresponding outer primary tube. As a result, very little leakage coupling exists between the individual secondary windings. This phenomenon can be seen by carrying out a field analysis for one of the windings, as shown in Fig. 8.

The problem of Fig. 8 can be solved using Maxwell’s equations in cylindrical coordinates. The resulting current density distribution within the inner conductor \( J_{zi} \) and outer the conductor \( J_{zo} \) are given by

\[
J_{zi}(r) = \frac{kII_{0}(kr)}{2\pi \nu_{1}I_{1}(kr)}
\]

\[
J_{zo}(r) = \frac{1}{2\pi \nu_{1}} \cdot \frac{K_{1}(kr_{2})I_{1}(kr)+I_{1}(kr_{2})K_{0}(kr)}{I_{1}(kr_{1})K_{1}(kr_{2})-I_{1}(kr_{2})K_{1}(kr_{1})}
\]
where $I_0$ and $K_0$ are the modified Bessel functions of first and second kind of order zero, $I_1$ and $K_1$ are the modified Bessel functions of the first and second kind of order one, $I$ is the total current within the windings, while $k$ is defined as

$$k = \frac{(1 + j)}{\delta}, \quad \delta = \sqrt{\frac{2}{\omega \mu / \sigma}}$$

where $\delta$ is the skin depth. The current density distribution within the winding is shown in Fig. 9. In this figure, the ac current density has been normalized to the value corresponding to a uniform current density distribution over one skin depth. In this case, the thickness of the outer shield is assumed to be $3\delta$, while the inner winding radius is assumed to be $10\delta$. These are typical dimensions at high frequencies.

As shown in Fig. 9, due to proximity effects, the bulk of current is concentrated near the winding space between the inner and outer windings, which is the high field region. This justifies the assumption that, at high frequencies, very little leakage coupling exists between the separate secondary windings. The equivalent circuit of a multioutput CWT is shown in Fig. 10, which is obtained by omitting the secondary-to-secondary coupling admittance links in Fig. 5(b) (Note: $L_{II}$ is the self-inductance of each winding).

**V. SCHEME IMPLEMENTATION AND DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS**

The proposed charge equalization scheme consists of a dc-to-dc converter, a multiwinding transformer, and capacitive output filters. The implementation of the proposed scheme, as applied to an EV battery system, and the ratings of the different components are discussed in this section.

**A. System-Level Design**

A battery charging system has three fundamental modes to fully charge a battery stack: bulk charging, trickle charging, and charge equalization. The trickle charge function can be performed by either stage of the proposed charging scheme (Fig. 2). If the trickle charge function is assumed by the bulk charger, the charge equalizer can be directly fed off the battery so as to redistribute charge within the stack [Fig. 11(a)]. However, the bulk charger is normally not optimized for trickle charge operation. On the other hand, if the charge equalizer of Fig. 2 is operated after the termination of bulk charging, it must assume both the charge equalization function as well as the trickle charge function. This is rather a more optimal solution, since the charge equalizer is optimized for low-power operation. In this case, both the bulk charger and the charge equalizer will be fed from the same ac line [Fig. 11(b)].

The charge equalization converter can be operated simultaneously with bulk charging to optimally charge the battery stack. These different modes of operation will impact the charge equalizer power ratings.

**B. Converter Ratings**

The power ratings of the charge equalization converter depend mainly on the battery rating and specifications in addition to the battery state of charge after high rate charging is terminated.

As an example, the battery capacity of the GM Impact EV is in the range of 13 kWh. Assuming that the battery state of charge after high rate charging is 90% and, since the charge equalizer assumes both trickle and charge equalization functions, the charge equalization stage has to supply the additional 10%. As a result, the charge equalization converter rating will be 1300 Wh. If charge equalization is set to take about 4 h, a 300-W converter will be needed.
In the above example, if the battery state of charge after high rate charging is less than 90%, a higher converter rating will be needed. Alternatively, the same proposed converter can be used if the charge equalizer/trickle charger is allowed to take a longer time. In addition, the converter rating can be further lowered if charge equalization is enabled before the termination of bulk charging. This will preferentially pump more power into the weakest modules, resulting in a higher battery state of charge when bulk charging is terminated.

C. Converter Topologies

The specific choice of a multiple output dc/dc converter topology impacts the simplicity and control of the charge equalization scheme. The charge equalization function is to direct charge from a source to the weakest modules in the battery stack. The weakest modules tend to have lower voltages relative to the fully charged ones, assuming the temperature and age of all the modules are the same. Two simple topologies which transfer current (charge) to the lowest voltage outputs are the Capacitive Output Forward Converter and the Flyback Converter.

The application of the Capacitive Output Forward Converter for charge equalization using the CWT was shown in [1]. For this implementation, the charging rate of a given module is dictated by the input voltage $V_s$, the battery module voltage $V_b$, and the transformer leakage inductance $L_{ik}$; as shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 12. Per-winding equivalent circuit for a capacitive output forward converter.

The transformer and converter design need to be designed so that the full converter rating can be used to charge the weakest module and gradually phase back into equal charging currents for all modules as their voltages equalize. By using a preregulator stage, the input voltage can be controlled to coincide with the voltage of the weakest module within the stack and then increased slowly to charge other modules, as shown in Fig. 13. In this figure, the ascending order subscripts refer to the weakest modules’ order.

A conventional wound transformer could also be used with the forward converter topology. However, due to the presence of leakage-to-leakage coupling between windings, directing charge to the weakest module within the stack is not as straightforward. The charging currents would be directed to both weak modules and low leakage windings. As a result, the charging process will not be optimal compared with the coaxial transformer winding where the charging current is only directed to weak modules due to the absence of leakage-to-leakage coupling and the fact that the leakage inductance of all windings is symmetrical.

D. Transformer Design Considerations

As pointed out earlier, the implementation of the proposed charge equalization scheme requires transformers with symmetrical characteristics, low and controlled leakage inducances with multiple outputs to achieve a quick and well-balanced equalization scheme. The coaxial wound transformer was shown to be an excellent choice for the Capacitive Output Forward Converter scheme. A conventional foil wound transformer can also be used, but the relative equalization rate between modules will no longer be linear with module voltage.

To take advantage of the CWT’s characteristics, a 1:1 turns ratio results between each of the primary and secondary windings (Fig. 7). This would require a low-voltage source which is approximately equal to the module rated voltage. Since the charge equalizer is supplied by a high-voltage dc source (Fig. 11), a step-down stage is needed. In addition, in order to provide control to direct charge to the weakest module within the stack, an additional preregulator stage is required. These two stages can be either combined or a step-down transformer with a simple preregulator can be used.

The charge equalization scheme must assume that one module may demand a high percentage of the equalization charge every cycle. Using the 300-W converter rating proposed earlier, the worst case winding current is nearly 24 A for a 12.5-V module voltage. This worst case scenario dictates that each output winding must be rated for a large portion of the rated current. However, such a current is rather high for charge equalization purposes. In practice, the windings are sized for a portion of the rated current. A scaling factor $K_x$ can be used to define the maximum winding current as a percentage of the rated current. For the above example, a scaling factor of 25% can be used to design the windings for a current to 6 A maximum.
The Flyback topology, unlike the Forward topology, does not benefit significantly from the CWT technology. This is due to the fact that the Flyback topology transfers stored energy in the transformer’s magnetizing inductance, rather than the primary side, to the secondary side.

When a conventional foil wound transformer with step-down turns ratio is used, a high-voltage bus can be used to feed the converter. Attention must be paid to minimize the leakage inductances between secondaries and core if a Flyback topology is used. An example of a (4 : 1 : 1 : 1) winding structure for a Flyback implementation is shown in Fig. 14.

E. Capacitive Filter Ratings

The capacitive output filters are needed to filter out the high-frequency ripple supplied by the converter in addition to decoupling the unequal lead inductances between the transformer secondaries and the individual battery modules.

The rating of the capacitive filter elements depends on the converter topology and rating. Since both the forward and flyback topologies have triangular current waveforms, the rms capacitor current is nearly the same as the average output current. In addition, the voltage rating of these capacitors is the rated module voltage.

For the 300-W converter rating proposed earlier, and assuming a maximum average winding current of 6 A, a 15-V/6-A capacitor is needed. The value of capacitance is a function of the switching frequency and the lead inductance between the transformer secondaries and the individual battery modules. The minimum capacitance needed is given by

$$ C_f \gg \frac{1}{4\pi^2 f_s^2 L_{lead}} $$

where \( f_s \) is the switching frequency and \( L_{lead} \) is the lead inductance. At 100 kHz, and assuming a minimum of 1.0 \( \mu \)H of lead inductance, a minimum of 2.5 \( \mu \)F capacitor is needed.

F. Protection

The most serious failure mode during charge equalization is having a low-voltage cell or a dead cell within a module. As a result, the charging current of this module may be quite high. Such a module would continue accepting a high rate charging current without affecting its terminal voltage. A low-voltage module can be detected using the voltage sensing wires across it. This can be achieved by comparing the measured voltage with a preset lower threshold below which a control action is taken. If this condition is detected, it is desirable to disconnect the low-voltage module while continuing to provide equalization for the rest of the stack.

A simple protection scheme for the above-mentioned failure mode can be implemented using fuses in series with each of the secondary windings, as shown earlier in Fig. 3. If a module voltage falls below a certain threshold, the controller action will be such that the fuse of its corresponding winding is cleared. This can be achieved by raising the input voltage so as to cause a current higher than the fuse rating. Once the fuse clears, the failed module is disconnected from the equalizer and charge equalization can proceed for the rest of the stack.

The main control unit would then inform the user about the faulty modules so they can be repaired or replaced.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

In order to verify the concepts presented in this paper, two 100-W prototype charge equalization converters using the Forward and Flyback topologies were built in the laboratory.

For the Forward Converter implementation, a three-winding coaxial winding transformer was built in the laboratory. The operating frequency was selected to be 50 kHz. The 4 : 4 coaxial windings were constructed using an AWG-14 round litz wire threaded through an AWG-14 braided litz. The selected core was an E55-3C85 from Phillips. The resultant leakage inductances for each winding \( L_{cl} \) and the transformer magnetizing inductance \( L_m \) were measured to be

$$ L_m = 170 \ \mu \text{H}, \quad L_{cl1} = 320 \ \text{nH} $$

$$ L_{cl2} = 320 \ \text{nH}, \quad L_{cl3} = 310 \ \text{nH}. $$

Three Titan 12-V deep cycle gel-cell batteries from Exide were used in series. Their full charge voltage was 13.6 V, and they can be discharged down to 9.5 V. These modules were charged/discharged individually to have different initial states of charge. The initial value of the battery voltages were 12.37, 13.07, and 13.39, from top to bottom, respectively.

The charge equalization converter was enabled for 3.5 h, and the individual cell voltages were recorded every 6 min. The resulting cell voltages were plotted, as shown in Fig. 15. It is clear from this figure that the individual cells charge to the same nominal value at the end of the charge equalization mode.
The secondary current waveforms at the beginning and end of charge equalization are shown in Fig. 16(a) and (b), respectively. Note here that the weakest cell draws more current than the other cells [Fig. 16(a)]. As that cell charges, the charging current decreases, as shown in Fig. 16(b).

For the Flyback implementation, a 3 : 1 : 1 : 1 conventional foil wound transformer was built for this purpose. The switching frequency was chosen to be 50 kHz and the duty cycle of the transistor was set to 45% to guarantee the reset of the magnetizing energy. The same battery modules were used with the same initial state of charge. The charge equalization converter was enabled for 2 h, and the individual cell voltages were recorded every 6 min. The resulting cell voltages were plotted, as shown in Fig. 17.

The secondary current waveforms at the beginning and end of charge equalization are shown in Fig. 18(a) and (b), respectively. As in the previous case, the individual cells charge to the same nominal value at the end of the charge equalization mode. However, with the Flyback implementation, the charge cannot be directed to the weakest cell due to the secondary-to-secondary coupling.

**VII. CONCLUSIONS**

In this paper, design considerations for charge equalization of an EV battery system were discussed. The proposed scheme utilizes a simple isolated dc-to-dc converter with a multiwinding transformer. The proposed scheme provides a simple converter topology serving both trickle charging and charge equalization functions. It utilizes transformers with highly symmetrical transfer characteristics (CWT). In addition, it utilizes the sensing wires for monitoring and charge equalization. The proposed scheme offers a low-cost implementation and improved battery stack life.
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